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AVAILABLE FITS   SIZE RANGE   SLEEVES  COLLARS  TYPE   FEATURES

Dominate Performance Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Wicking & quick drying with 4 way stretch

Evo  Slim Fit   Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Close fit, limited stretch, wicking

Drive  Semi Fit   Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Athletic cut, wicking and quick drying

Disrupt  Regular Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL Short, Long  All Available     Armourfuse®  Loose fit, allows free movement, wicking

Reversible Regular Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL Short   Crew Only      Armourfuse®  Loose fit, allows free movement, wicking

R031R025 R026

R024 R006 R007
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Shirts like these are the reason athletes love Under Armour. They’re light, incredibly fast and still 

manage to deliver the stretchy, moisture wicking performance athletes expect from us. And it’s all 

because of Armourfuse - our sublimation process that permanently fuses designs directly into the 

performance fabric. Armourfuse can use any Pantone colour to make your kit uniquely yours, so 

you can enjoy brilliant, vibrant team colours, as well as exclusive UA designs and prints.

All our Armourfuse products use the Pantone colour library,

the renowned authority on colour and the name known

worldwide as the standard language for colour communication.

This makes matching your colours simple - just give us your

Pantone colour reference and we’ll sort the rest.

PANTONE

Our reversible rugby shirt is available in Disrupt

regular fit, utilising any two Armourfuse designs.

Reversible jerseys are single skinned, avoiding

excess bulk and weight. For best results, keep

white areas to a minimum to avoid ghosting.

REVERSIBLE

R039R010 R037

R044 R043 R041
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R036 R040

R042 R027 R001

R038

AVAILABLE FITS   SIZE RANGE   SLEEVES  COLLARS  TYPE   FEATURES

Dominate Performance Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Wicking & quick drying with 4 way stretch

Evo  Slim Fit   Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Close fit, limited stretch, wicking

Drive  Semi Fit   Men’s XS - 6XL   Short   All Available     Armourfuse®  Athletic cut, wicking and quick drying

Disrupt  Regular Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL Short, Long  All Available     Armourfuse®  Loose fit, allows free movement, wicking

Reversible Regular Fit  Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL Short   Crew Only      Armourfuse®  Loose fit, allows free movement, wicking
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SHORTS   SIZE RANGE   COMPOSITION  TYPE   COLOURS

Legend  Regular Fit Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL 82% Nylon, 18% Spandex     Armourfuse® &     Core Armourfuse
®
: Limitless Core: 

Premier  Regular Fit Men’s XS - 6XL  /  Youth XS - XL 82% Nylon, 18% Spandex     Armourfuse®  Armourfuse
®
: Limitless

Stock  Regular Fit Men’s XS - 3XL  /  Youth XS - XL 82% Nylon, 18% Spandex     Core   Core:

Please Note: Colour availability may vary depending on style; stocked colours are shown for each product in this brochure, however colours may be discontinued without prior notice - speak with your local UA sales agent for current availability.

LEGEND SHORT

RS015

CONTRAST PIPING TO LEG & BACK YOKE

LEGEND SHORT

RS016

CONTRAST PANELS & PIPING TO LEG

LEGEND SHORT

RS017

CONTRAST PANELS & PIPING TO LEG AND BACK YOKE

PREMIER SHORT

RS118

ARMOURFUSE® FULLY SUBLIMATED DESIGN

LEGEND SHORT

RS119

CONTRAST FLATLOCK STITCHING

STOCK SHORT

SRS020

CUT & SEW

IN STOCK

All shorts feature flat seaming for comfort, offer superior moisture transport systems for enhanced dry times, silicone grippers to the inner waist to prevent shorts riding, adjustable inner drawcords and a UA logo to the right leg.



67SOCKSPlease Note: Colour availability may vary depending on style; stocked colours are shown for each product in this brochure, however colours may be discontinued without prior notice - speak with your local UA sales agent for current availability.

STOCK SOCK
TJS001

3 COLOUR HOOPED SOCK
TJS002

2 COLOUR HOOPED SOCK
TJS003

DOUBLE HOOPED SOCK
TJS004

TURNOVER CONTRAST SOCK
TJS005

FRONT PANEL SOCK
TJS007

PLAIN SOCK
TJS008

GRADUAL STRIPE SOCK
TJS011

SIZES    SIZE RANGE  COMPOSITION      COLOURS

SMALL  Standard Fit Size 12 - 2  Leg: 95% Polymide, 5% Elastane | Foot: 75% Coolmax, 25% Polymine  Armourfuse
®
: Sock colours can be matched to Armourfuse® Colours*    

MEDIUM  Standard Fit Size 3 - 6   Leg: 95% Polymide, 5% Elastane | Foot: 75% Coolmax, 25% Polymine  Armourfuse
®
: Sock colours can be matched to Armourfuse® Colours* 

LARGE  Standard Fit Size 7 - 11  Leg: 95% Polymide, 5% Elastane | Foot: 75% Coolmax, 25% Polymine  Armourfuse
®
: Sock colours can be matched to Armourfuse® Colours* 

X-LARGE Standard Fit Size 12 - 14  Leg: 95% Polymide, 5% Elastane | Foot: 75% Coolmax, 25% Polymine  Armourfuse
®
: Sock colours can be matched to Armourfuse® Colours* 

*Except stock socks, which are limited to the colour detailed above.
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Limitless possibilities, guaranteed performance.

ARMOURFUSE® REVERSIBLE JERSEYS

Our reversible jerseys are available exclusively in our Disrupt Regular fit with a classic crew collar. Reversible

jerseys can use any two Armourfuse® designs, so you are free to make both sides as unique as possible.

All UA reversible shirts are single skinned to avoid extra bulk and weight, and also to help keep you cool and

comfortable so you can perform at your best. For best results, avoid large areas of white and keep white usage 

to a minimum as it is susceptible to shadowing of the reverse design. 
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RUGBY SIZE GUIDE

Contoured to the body for a tight fit, incorporating 4 way stretch

DOMINATE PERFORMANCE FIT

Close fit with limited stretch - designed to fit closely without reducing mobility

EVO SLIM FIT

An athletic cut with medium stretch designed for mobility without any extra bulk or fabric

DRIVE SEMI FIT

Looser fitting with little stretch - provides excellent range of motion and free movement

DISRUPT REGULAR FIT

Available across our Armourfuse® Rugby shirts*

COLLARS

Please Note: The sizes provided are a general guide only - please contact your regional sales agent for more information on sizing days. Shirt sizing varies according to the fit selected, with Dominate shirts being much tighter fitting than Disrupt shirts.
*With the exception of reversible rugby shirts which are available with a crew collar only
ł  Long sleeved option available on Disrupt regular fit only

FIT GUIDE

70
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CREW V NECK TRADITIONAL LOOP BACK ELITEHYBRID

Regular Fit - All Measurements in Inches

MEN’S SIZING

Chest 30-32 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 50-52 52-54 54-56 56-58

Waist 26 -27 28-29 30-32 34-36 38-40 42-44 44-46 46-48 48-50

 XS SM MD LG XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Regular Fit - All Measurements in Inches

YOUTH SIZING

Chest 24-26 26-28 28-29 29-31 31-33 33-35 35-37

Waist 22-23 23-24 24-25 25-26 26-27 27-28 29-30

 CHILD JUNIOR YXS YSM YMD YLG YXL

½ ½

Sleeves - All Armourfuse® shirts come with short sleeves as standard. Long sleeves available on request
ł

Numbers - Four distinctive number styles available to complete your playing kit, see page 70

Geo Prints - Further enhance your kit by choosing from our selection of geo prints, see page 4

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE

Limitless possibilities, guaranteed performance.

ARMOURFUSE® RANGE

Armourfuse® - our sublimation process that permanently fuses designs directly into the performance fabric. 

Armourfuse® can use any Pantone colour to make your kit uniquely yours, so you can enjoy brilliant, vibrant team 

colours, as well as exclusive UA designs and prints. This makes matching your colours simple - just give us your 

Pantone colour reference and we’ll sort the rest. Core colours are also available for Armourfuse®.

Inspired by classic team colours, uniquely Under Armour.

CORE RANGE

Our core UA colour range has been developed to reflect popular team colours, whilst remaining distinctively Under 

Armour. See individual products for colour availability.
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COLOURS

Inspired by classic team colours, uniquely Under Armour.

CORE RANGE

BLACK WHITE RED NAVY SKY GREY MAROON ROYAL GOLD EMERALD FOREST PURPLE CREAM

Limitless possibilities, guaranteed performance.

ARMOURFUSE® RANGE

*Please Note: Colour availability may vary depending on style; stocked colours are shown for each product in this brochure, however colours may be discontinued without prior notice - speak with your local UA sales agent for current availability.

Armourfuse - our sublimation process that permanently fuses designs directly into the performance fabric. 

Armourfuse can use any Pantone colour to make your kit uniquely yours, so you can enjoy brilliant, vibrant 

team colours, as well as exclusive UA designs and prints. This makes matching your colours simple - just 

give us your Pantone colour reference and we’ll sort the rest. Core colours are also available for Armourfuse.

Available on the Vault and Charge range.

CONTRAST STITCHING

Contrast stitching allows the use of a broader colour spectrum in our

leisurewear ranges. If we don’t stock fabric in your team colours, why

not choose a base colour and add a distictive flash of your team colour

as a contrast stitch detail.

Our core UA colour range has been developed to reflect popular team colours, whilst remaining distinctively Under Armour. Core colours are available across our four leisurewear ranges*, Armourfuse and also Contrast Stitching details.

PRINTS

Available exclusively on Armourfuse® styles.

GEO PRINTS

SCALES MESH

CRACKS WIRE

HONEYCOMB CROSSWIRE SHATTER CHECKERS

GRID HEXACHROME CAMO CHEVRON

EXPLOSION

ARROW FADE
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PRINT GUIDE

Use our range of Geo Prints to add another element to your kit design, whether they fill panels or cover the main body of your shirt. Make your kit uniquely yours. Below are some examples of how you can use geo prints to enhance your kit.

GEO PRINTS

Print Shown: Explosion Print Shown: Fade Print Shown: Wire

Print Shown: Crosswire Print Shown: CamoPrint Shown: Cracks
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PREMIER

SERIF

COLLEGE

UNDENIABLE

NUMBERS

[NU1 / LE1]

[NU2 / LE2]

[NU3 / LE3]

[NU4 / LE4]

Complete your kit with one of our distinctive number styes, available across our range.

PLAYING NUMBERS

Maximum permisible sizes for numbers, names and initials*

SIZING GUIDE

Centre Back Numbers

Centre Chest Numbers

200mm (h)

Men’s & Women’s

Sleeve Numbers/Initials

Below Crest

200mm (h)

50mm (h)

30mm (h)

Below/Above UA logo 30mm (h)

Shoulder Names 50mm (h) / 280mm (w)

180mm (h)

Youth

180mm (h)

50mm (h)

30mm (h)

30mm (h)

50mm (h) / 220mm (w)

200mm (20cm) high numbers are used as standard on our Armourfuse® playing shirts, with this being reduced to

180mm (18cm) high for youth garments. You can specify a number size outside of this guide, however, we have 

standardised our offering to ensure the best fit and visual appeal across our product range.

ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE

*Please contact us if your league requirements fall outside of this guide and we will work with you to ensure your kit is both compliant with regulations and retains an uncompromised design.
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LOGO & ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS
When supplying logos for your kit, please follow the guidelines outlines below to ensure we have the correct format for production.

Available across our cut and sew and Leisurewear ranges*

EMBROIDERED LOGOS

A full embroidery service is available for your crest or logo.

If the logo is already set up, the electronic version (the embroidery disc or DST file)

will need to be submitted with the order, as well as details of the colours required.

Madeira thread shades must be provided, otherwise standard Under Armour thread

colours will be used.

If the logo is not set up electronically, we will require a high resolution logo in order

to set up the DST file for you. Please explain how you want your logo to appear on

both light and dark backgrounds, as well as giving adequate sizing information. You 

will receive a copy to approve before production.

Available across our cut and sew and Leisurewear ranges**

HEATSEAL LOGOS

For best results, we require a high resolution logo to be sent to us electronically as:

- Ai File (Adobe Illustrator)

- EPS (Vector File)

- PDF/JPEG (High Resolution 300dpi+)

For logos containing text, please also provide us with the font name. Pantone colours

must also be submitted. If no Pantone colours are specified, our design team will pick

colours based on files provided. Lettering thinner than 2mm will be increased in width

to avoid peeling. Heatseal prints can be colour matched as closely as possible to

embroiydery threads/Armourfuse, however there may be a slight colour difference.

*We strongly discourage the use of embroidery on the UA Tech fabric, and also Armourfuse products.
**Heatseal printing is not available on the 1/4 zip micro fleece or Armourfuse products.

Available across our Armourfuse® products

ARMOURFUSE® LOGOS

For best results, we require a high resolution logo to be sent to us electronically as:

- Ai File (Adobe Illustrator)

- EPS (Vector File)

- PDF/JPEG (High Resolution 300dpi+)

As with heatseal logos, please provide us with font names and pantone colours. If no

colours are specified, our design team will choose Pantone colours based on the 

information provided to us.




